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Stop Sepsis - start with Best Practices in blood culturing.

How can Best Practices in Blood Culture
help to Contain Rise of Antimicrobial Resistance?

W

orld Health Organization (WHO) defines
Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) as resistance of a
microorganism to an antimicrobial medicine to
which it was previously sensitive. Resistant organisms (they include bacteria, viruses and some parasites) are able to withstand attack by antimicrobial
medicines, such as antibiotics, antivirals, and antimalarials, so that standard treatments become
ineffective and infections persist and may spread
to others. AMR is a consequence of the use, particularly the misuse, of antimicrobial medicines and
develops when a microorganism mutates or acquires a resistance gene.

AMR threatens a return to the pre-antibiotic era
Many infectious diseases risk becoming uncontrollable and could derail the progress made towards
reaching the targets of the health-related United
Nations Millennium Development Goals set for
2015.

Why is antimicrobial resistance a global concern?
AMR kills
Infections caused by resistant microorganisms
often fail to respond to the standard treatment,
resulting in prolonged illness and greater risk of
death.

AMR jeopardizes health-care gains to society
The achievements of modern medicine are put at
risk by AMR. Without effective antimicrobials for
care and prevention of infections, the success of
treatments such as organ transplantation, cancer
chemotherapy and major surgery would be compromised.

AMR hampers the control of infectious diseases
AMR reduces the effectiveness of treatment because patients remain infectious for longer, thus
potentially spreading resistant microorganisms to
others.

AMR threatens health security, and damages
trade and economies
The growth of global trade and travel allows resistant microorganisms to be spread rapidly to distant countries and continents.

AMR increases the costs of health care
When infections become resistant to first-line
medicines, more expensive therapies must be
used. The longer duration of illness and treatment,
often in hospitals, increases health-care costs and
the financial burden to families and societies.
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T

he Star newspaper dated 17 October 2012
published an article entitled “Antibiotic Overuse Can Kill” highlighted that the case of Antimicrobial resistance is in the rise in the country especially
the Extended Spectrum Beta Lactamase (ESBL) and
Acinetobacter type of bacteria. The Health Minister,
Dato Seri Liow Tiong Lai commented that injudicious prescription of antibiotics as the main culprit
to the rise of the AMR.
Datuk Dr. Christopher Lee, the Head of Infectious
Unit, Hospital Sg. Buloh in Selangor commented in
90% of the cases, antibiotics were of no used
against ailments like cough, cold or sore throat as
these were mainly viral, rather than bacterial. He
also said doctors should not hastily prescribe antibiotics while patients should not be quick to demand
for them.
How can a proper Antibiotic Stewardship being
practiced?
From Dr. Christopher’s statement, it is clear that
there is a need to know the cause of an ailments
and this can be done if a proper diagnostics tools
are in place.

Dr. Michael Towns, the Worldwide Vice President of
Medical Affairs for BD Diagnostics System through
his article in Medical Tribune, 1-31st January 2010
entitled “Diagnostics Tests to stop the Vicious Cycle
of antimicrobial Misuse in sepsis patients” suggested that many doctors in hospital setting do not perform diagnostic tests such as blood cultures on patients prior to starting them on broad spectrum antibiotics. Instead, they rely on guesswork to guide
them on treatment selection. In the event the patient begins to do well, he or she is placed on a full
course of a (often expensive) broad-spectrum antibiotic. If the patient does not improve, however,
the physician may change or add another broad
spectrum antibiotic to the regimen. This cycle of
antibiotic abuse is what Towns refers to as a
“vicious cycle” – where an antibiotic is given priority
instead of attempting to identify the causative pathogen. The end result is increasing antimicrobial resistance in the community and healthcare settings.
Dr. Towns who is himself a specialist in the use of
the blood culture system known as BD BACTECTM
(BD Diagnostics) said diagnostic blood cultures will
result in a reduction in the amount of guesswork
being used to treat sepsis patients. Furthermore,
there is the added benefit of cost reduction.
“When you use expensive broad-spectrum antibiotics for 10 to 14 days and you don’t know what
you are treating, that’s going to cost a lot.” He suggested that the overall cost of treating sepsis would
be lower if doctors obtained cultures prior to
starting empirical therapy and then change the
therapy to antibiotics that are of narrow-spectrum
and cost-effective, while at the same time targeted
at the culprit microorganism. The end result of this
practice would be “less healthcare costs, less antimicrobial resistance and much better outcomes for
the patient.”

One classic yet noble tool is the blood culture which
is still regarded as the gold standard in detection of
bacteria that causes infection. However, having the
proper tool without using them effectively equal to
nothing.
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D

r. Towns who is also one of the technical committee in Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI)
which is responsible for setting up the Principles and Procedures for Blood Cultures; Approved Guideline,
M47-A, Vol. 27, No. 17 suggested a few take-away points for good blood culture practices as below:


If doctors are not utilizing blood cultures enough, they should start doing so because blood cultures are
valuable diagnostic tests to manage patients with sepsis.



When performing blood cultures, clinicians should always try to get blood samples from patients before
they are placed on broad-spectrum antibiotics.



Ensure that the optimum blood volume is obtained and is placed in the appropriate number of bottles or
sets. To help recover the microorganism, multiple bottles and sets may be needed. Replicates also help
clinicians discriminate true pathogens in the blood from contaminants from the skin.



At least two, but preferably three, blood culture sets should be drawn from each patient per episode.
NEVER draw only one blood culture set during the initial evaluation of a septic patient.



Blood volume is the single, most important factor in the optimal recovery of septicaemic pathogens. The
recommended blood volume is 5-10 mL per bottle for adults (ie: up to 40 mL blood for two sets/4 bottles
draw), and 0.5-3.0 mL for pediatrics. Adult patients have relatively lower number of colony-forming units
(CFUs) of pathogens per milliliter blood as compared to pediatrics patients. For each additional milliliter
of blood cultured, recovery increases.
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